Report on November, 19 2003 Meeting
Technology Advisory Committee 
Queens Community Board 3
www.cb3qn.nyc.gov 


The meeting was held at the Board’s office at 82-11 37th Avenue, Room 606, from 7:30 to 9:30 PM.

Attending: Members - Thomas Lowenhaupt, Chair, Arturo Sanchez, Jimmy Smith, Arthur Tieler, Sara Yearwood, and Board 3’s chair, Richard Cecere. District Manager, Giovanna Reid. Public Member Eugene Atkins.

This was the first meeting of Community Board 3’s Technology Advisory Committee. The Board created the committee at the suggestion of its chair, Richard Cecere, in September 2003. Committee Chair Thomas Lowenhaupt reviewed several items before the TAC.

Website - The initial item discussed was the Board’s website. With the assistance of a grant from the Port Authority of New York & New Jersey, and the assistance of the Jackson Heights Neighborhood Association, the Board now has a website. We are using the ReadyPortal platform provided by Red Dog Software, Inc. Additionally, through the assistance of Commissioner Gino Menchini and Deputy Commissioner Larry Knafo at the city’s Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications (DoITT), we received a permanent domain name - www.cb3qn.nyc.gov. Spread the name.

The committee chair presented a roadmap for the further development of the website. 

·	Publishing – The Board has begun putting its activities online. Records of virtually all the Board’s activities will be placed online; the few exceptions will be for reasons of privacy and security. Residents will come to expect documents to be posted on a regular and timely basis.

·	Mapping – Today it’s not called map making or cartography, it’s GIS (Geographic Information System) and we’re in the middle of it. Our involvement stems from two developments: the Mapping for Community Boards symposium we co-sponsored with the Municipal Art Society in June 2002, and Dr. Sanchez’ efforts to make GIS part of the 2012 Committee’s work. Together with the board’s chair, he secured a grant from Councilmember Hiram Monserrate to develop several demographic maps. We highlighted these at the recent Town Hall.

As a result of these efforts the Board has been selected to participate in the CITI project administered by the Municipal Art Society. CITI provides training, software, and access to maps of the community district. Residents can already access the fruits of this project: Click the district map on the home page at  www.cb3qn.nyc.gov to go to an interactive map of the district; view other maps in committee areas; or guide visitors to the board’s office using the map in the “Contact Us” section. 
The Board is seeking additional support for GIS development and presentation technology to enhance its mapping capabilities. Although software and staff training are available through CITI, our computers are not up to the task. We need more up to date hardware - server, laptop, projector, and printer.  If you know a source that might HELP with an allocation or grant, let us know.

·	Interactive Features – The site has polling, interactive calendar, discussion, and chat features that enable residents to post information and opinions for view (and comment) by all. The interactive features provide residents with 24-hour access to the community review and development process. They also provide a permanent record of community thought on issues. While the interactive features provide many advantages, they must be closely monitored. Also, maintaining a record of the activity on these features is problematic. We will apply for a grant from the NYS Archives to review and establish protocols for archiving activity within the interactive features.

·	“Official” Email – The Board itself, its members, and its staff, use email provided by a variety of sources. The Board’s main address, communityboard3@nyc.rr.com, was provided via the internet access agreement arranged by DoITT. Board members gain email access through their individual initiative. It was suggested that the use of city email addresses (e.g., GReid@cb3qn.nyc.gov) might offer some advantages and should be investigated.  The chair will make inquiries as to the availability of nyc.gov addresses for Board members and staff.

·	Seriousgames - While the website’s introduction is a time for some celebration, anecdotal evidence indicates that when we’ve completed the development of a featureful governance system – publishing, GIS, interactive, etc. - local participation in governance might only increase from 400 to perhaps 800 of our 200,000 residents. As the fruits of democracy increase with participation, we see the increment as encouraging but unsatisfactory. 

How do we move to our 801st participant? One way might be to introduce the challenge and fun of games into the governance process. The Korean experience with online games, virtual worlds like Second Life, simulations like America’s Army and Simcity, and educational experiences like the September 12th game indicate a more involved and better community might be found through games. Seriousgames is the term used to indicate software that provides training, simulation, and modeling. This will be the key topic of the TAC’s January meeting. 

·	Identity - Instant messaging (IM) and presence were briefly mentioned as the focus of a future meeting. Identity has a significant role to play in privacy, security, community development and organization. The February meeting will consider this issue. 

Marketing – With the website operating and domain name assigned, it’s time to make the site’s availability known to the community. One method readily available is to include the Board’s internet address www.cb3qn.nyc.gov (sometimes called a universal resource locator or URL) on all Board’s stationary, written communication, and answering machine.

Process & Policy – While publishing the Board’s activities on the web might seem like an obvious and simple task, there are many policies and procedures that must be established to include the effort within the broad operation of the board, district office, and community. 

·	Tracking Complaints – How do we process complaints that are received via email? How does this tie in with 311 and the existing complaint tracking system run by the office? Partial answers might arise from the conversations that are taking place between DoITT and borough and district staffs and conversations with community boards. But a complete integration requires careful design of a tracking and reporting system.

·	Tracking Website Changes – The website changes on a regular basis. How do we track them? What records do we need to maintain a full record of our decision making process? In what format? Where and when? We expect to submit a grant proposal to the NYS Archives in February for help answering these questions.

·	Bringing Issues Raised on Web to Full Board – When information is imparted to the Board through the website – via a discussion, a calendar contribution, an email, file or chat – how does the information move into the traditional formal review process? One suggestion was that the committee chairs bring the appropriate information forward. This will require the development of a formal process to assure that public opinion is reflected in the Board’s actions.

Web Access – In the discussion on ways to promote and provide access to the web, Jimmy Smith emphasized the importance of maintaining traditional lines of access to the public. Giovanna Reid emphasized that the office would continue to provide the services as required by the city charter. In a partial answer to a question as to how the old and new can exist without additional resources, Tom Lowenhaupt mentioned that some agencies are receiving 20 to 30% fewer telephone calls as people learn to access the web for answers to their questions. Several other issues relating to access arose.

·	Universal Access – With the governing process increasingly moving online, the question arises as to how we assure that all our residents are capable of participating. In the telephone era our nation came up with a universal access policy to assure reasonable participation in society for all. To fund it, local telephone rates were kept low through subsidies provided by high long distance rates. Today, suggestions have been made that tax incentives be provided to those purchasing computers and internet access. 

What training and facilities must we provide to assure that a cost barrier, that some liken to the old poll tax, doesn’t exclude portions of our community? Shore term, one way to increase access is through making a computer in the Board’s office available to residents. Another is to provide a directory / map of public access points at schools, libraries, and the like.

·	508 Access – This refers to the federal guidelines for assuring that those with visual and hearing impairments are provided with websites that enable access to the greatest extent possible. It was suggested that we try to work with The Lexington School on this issue as Frank Bowe, the new Superintendent of the Lexington School, is a longtime advocate of universal access.

·	Community Organization Access – How do facilitate access to all the civic organizations in the district. On our website’s navigation bar (on the left side of the screen) we currently have a section for Neighborhood Links. How do we enable our various civic organizations to have web pages so they can be listed here? In considering our solution Giovanna Reid suggested that we also look to make sites available in various languages so as to empower our many cultural groups. Arturo Sanchez emphasized that we must assure that newer groups, those without resources allowing 501 c3 status, also be provided with the resources to be part of our web effort. Arturo further suggested that Joyce Moi of LaGuardia Community College be approached about interns to assist with this aspect.

Antennas: Bounty & Blight – A discussion took place on the committee’s role in addressing the many concerns about the multitude of antennas that are popping up throughout the community. Some of the concerns are about the health impact of the radio waves; others the esthetic blight. After some discussion, the committee decided that a conflict of interest might be perceived if the Technology Advisory Committee handled the issue, i.e., since we are promoting access to communication facilities, our intentions might be suspect. It was suggested that we advise the Health and Land Use Committees about the issue.

.NYC – In 2001 the Board passed an Internet Empowerment Resolution calling for the city to acquire the top level domain name .NYC. It was thought there were three advantages to this:  quality of life improvements through a better organized internet, marketing the city to tourists, and revenue via the sale of domain names, e.g. www.hotels.nyc. Recently the city decided it would not apply for the domain. In an October 23 letter to Betsy Gotbaum, Gino Menchini, Commissioner of DoITT, stated, “While we are anxious to identify new means to generate revenue for the city, we do not believe that this proposal would be beneficial to the city…” He then detailed the large investment and lack of a successful business model for a city operated domain and concluded with, “In light of these issues we do not see a reason to move forward with this initiative.” In a period to budget stress it’s reasonable to focus on cost issues, but our resolution pointed to three benefits, with revenue being the last. A response clarifying the advantages this would be appropriate.

Health Maps & District Lines – In a recent diabetes study, district 3 data was merged with other northern Queens communities as far east as Douglaston. As a consequence, the expository map showed little instance of the ailment in our district. However, the demographic profile of those affected described our district precisely. Dan Kass of the Department of Health has been contacted to discuss ways to assure we get GIS maps or data that reflects our community district, or smaller units like census tracks.

Who’s In Control – Jimmy Smith raised the important question about who is in control of this technology, essentially asking, who holds the keys? Tom Lowenhaupt said he was still the principle designer and maintainer of the site, but that he was eager to pass on responsibilities to others. As polices and procedures are established, and staff, board members and community are trained, system updates will become a dispersed responsibility. Today keys to the calendar function are available to organizations that want to post their activities on our calendar. Similar keys to the documents and discussions will soon be available. Requests for such keys should initially be made to the TAC.

Eugene Atkins – Near the end of the meeting Eugene Atkins discussed his talents and interest in participating on the committee. Eugene is a trained video producer and can assist the Board with recording or broadcasting its meeting via the web or cable channels. He also has experience with audio and can help distribute audio through a room or meeting hall. Eugene is also interested in working on the NYS Archives grant. As part of the discussion, the prospect of our meetings be presented via cable was raised. That opportunity will be pursued at a later meeting

Next Meeting: We will experiment with holding committee meetings on the 4th Wednesday of the month. Next meeting: Wednesday January 28, 2004. Keep an eye on the calendar for location as we’re hoping, with the subject being serious games, to meet at the community church – the birthplace of scrabble. 

